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5.1 Conclusions 

CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

After analyzing code mixing and code-switching, the conclusions were 

drawn as the following. 

1. The types of code mixing and code-switching performed by the presel_lters 

while presenting their Radio programs cover various ranges as (1} 

Metaphorical code-switching (21.11%}. Conversational code mixing and 

code-switching (79.89%}; among the conversation code mixing and code-

objectivization and addresses specification code mixing and code-switching; 

they perform quotation (27.48%), inte~ection (21.72%), reiteration (23.09%), 

and message qualification (27.71%). The presenters did not ~rform 

situational code mixing and code-switching. 

2. The most dominant code mixing and code-switching that were dominantly 

used was conversational code mixing and code-switching which appeared 

for 433 times or 79.89% from the whole kinds of code mixing and code-

switching. Within the type of conversational code mixing ana code-switching, 

message qualification was dominantly performed by the presenters for about 

120 times or 27.71% from the whole conversatio I code mixing and code-

switching. 

times she performed code mixing and code-
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switching or about 50% from the whole code-switching performed and then 

Zika for about 167 times or 30.81%. 

5.2 Suggestions 

In relation to the conclusion, suggestions were staged as the following. 

1. The EFt speakers should learn more about Code mixing and code-

switching, especially for those who ~ch Radio, because tb~ir. 

understanding in code mixing and code-switching would help them to 

understand the conversation or the presentation perfonned by the PRO 2 

FM presenter. 

The presenters of PRO 2 FM should perform code 

switching in a clear pronunciation, so that their 

misunderstanding on what they said in their presentation. 

3. Since the present study was limited on the use of code mixing and code

switching on Radio presentation than further research should be conducted 

to study about code mixing and code-switching in relation to the following 

aspects. 

a. In sociolinguistics point of view, since the findings of this researclil 

indicate that Sonya is dominantly switched her language in English rather 

than Zika, then a research should be conducted to find out the most 

dominan persons in terms of sexisms differences and the scientific 

reas s why female do mor.e code mixing and code-switching rather than 
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b. In broadcasting point of view, since the present study was limited on the 
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radio presentation, then for the deeper understanding on the use of code 

mixing and code-switching in various radio channels and programs, 

researchers should be performed in various radio programs such as 

interviews in News Program and so on. 
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